Titanium dioxide has been the most investigated metal oxide due to its outstanding performance in a wide range of applications, chemical stability and low cost. Coating processes that can produce surfaces based on this material have been deeply studied. Nevertheless, the necessity of coating large areas by means of rapid manufacturing processes renders laboratory-scale techniques unsuitable, leading to a noteworthy interest from the thermal spray (TS) community in the development of significant intellectual property and a large number of scientific publications. This review unravels the relationship between titanium dioxide and TS technologies with the aim of providing detailed information related to the most significant achievements, lack of knowhow, and performance of TS TiO 2 functional coatings in photocatalytic, biomedical, and other applications. The influence of thermally activated techniques such as atmospheric plasma spray and high-velocity oxygen fuel spray on TiO 2 feedstock based on powders and suspensions is revised; the influence of spraying parameters on the microstructural and compositional changes and the final active behavior of the coating have been analyzed. Recent findings on titanium dioxide coatings deposited by cold gas spray and the capacity of this technology to prevent loss of the nanostructured anatase metastable phase are also reviewed.
Introduction

Metal Oxide Passive Layers
The feasibility of deposition of metal oxide coatings by thermal spray (TS) resulted from a huge research effort that led to a considerable number of applications and industrial solutions. The most important feature of this material lies in its provision of hardness, wear resistance, and corrosion resistance to certain substrates that lack these characteristics. Providing enhanced mechanical properties to either ductile or more easily oxidizable materials, or to some ceramics and polymers, ensures an increased working life of such bulk materials. Moreover, the characteristics of TS technologies make it possible to form protective metal oxide surfaces via a cost-effective and rapid manufacturing route, easing the scale-up of the final product.
Quite a large number of contributions are available as disclosure patents. Polidor (Ref 1) proposed the protection of refractory parts in machinery used for casting of steel by means of an atmospheric plasma spray (APS) metal oxide coating. The protective coating was not only more resistant to the corrosive and erosive effects of molten slag and steel, but also resisted thermal fatigue due to the expansion occurring during the process. Makoto et al. (Ref 2) described a wear-resistant surface that could be applied onto the inside face of the cylinder bore of an engine. The coating composition was based on chromium oxide dispersed in Fe and Mo. In a more detailed way, many authors have reported in scientific journals the deposition of metal oxide coatings by TS for application as passive protective coatings. Rosso et al. (Ref 3) studied the corrosion resistance and properties of metallic pump pistons coated with different percentages of aluminum oxide and titanium dioxide. The authors reported high corrosion resistance in both saline and acid environments, which could be partly attributed to the lack of interconnected pores that would offer corrosive media a preferential path to reach the substrate. A slight addition of titania (3 %) to alumina provided higher toughness to the coating. The mechanical properties of APS coatings starting from nanostructured Al 2 O 3 /TiO 2 feedstock were described by Wang et al. (Ref 4) . Surface worn morphologies for powders with nanosized crystallites were smooth without obvious grooves, providing substantial improvements in wear resistance compared with standard, microstructured powders.
A shift to other spraying technologies and a comparison of the obtained results were then also carried out. Micro-and nanostructured powders based on alumina and titania were sprayed by many authors using APS and highvelocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) spray . In general terms, HVOF deposited extraordinarily dense coatings, which provided superior hardness, fracture toughness, and abrasion wear resistance compared with APS coatings. Achieving satisfactory protection of bulk materials at high temperatures has also been an important application market. Thus, improving the corrosion resistance of superalloy substrates, such as gas-turbine blades, has been a very distinct line of research and publication (Ref [13] [14] [15] . Besides this, the high electrical resistivity of these coatings has been exploited to achieve insulating coatings for use in electronics (Ref [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Moreover, the chemical stability at low or high temperature and the mechanical properties of TS metal oxide coatings may not be the only advantages of these materials. In addition to their demonstrated behavior as passive coatings, their performance as functional active surfaces in many different fields has also attracted the interest of TS scientists and industry professionals.
Titanium Oxide Coatings
Among the many metal oxides that can be used as functional coatings for devices, titanium dioxide has drawn considerable attention. Extracted from minerals such as ilmenite (FeTiO 3 ), rutile and anatase (which, together with brookite, are polymorphic crystal structures of TiO 2 ), perovskite (CaTiO 3 ), and titanite (CaTiSiO 5 ), the annual yield of TiO 2 grew to above approximately 6 million tons in 2008, and its industrial success is also supported by its lower cost of production compared with other functional metal oxides (Ref 20, 21) . Only rutile and anatase play a key role in the applications of TiO 2 . In both tetragonal structures, a basic building block consists of a titanium atom surrounded by six oxygen atoms in an approximately octahedral arrangement. As can be observed in Fig. 1 , the two bonds between oxygen and titanium at the vertices of the octahedron are slightly longer, and in the case of anatase there is a deviation from a 90°bond angle relative to the other four bonds (Ref 22) . From a TS perspective, it is a hard material with high melting point, and a phase transformation from anatase (metastable) to rutile can easily be produced in the jets/flames of TS guns (Table 1) . Titanium dioxide coatings are widely used in various applications such as photocatalysis, bone implants, electric devices, renewable energy, and gas sensors. Taking this into account, the unsurprising, gradual transition of titanium dioxide coating materials from protective surfaces to active functional components has been welcomed and promoted by the whole TS industry.
TiO 2 Feedstock
Conventional Powders
Industrial production of TiO 2 is a well-known process carried out by different companies; two main routes are used to obtain titanium dioxide powder. The chloride process is commonly applied, where titanium tetrachloride is oxidized at high temperatures and pressures in a flame or pure oxygen plasma to produce titanium dioxide (Ref 28) . On the other hand, the sulfate process uses sulfuric acid and ilmenite to produce titanyl sulfate. Then, hydrated titanium dioxide is obtained, which has to be dehydrated to obtain the final pure TiO 2 (Ref 29) .
Regarding TS powders, TiO 2 feedstock is commonly found as an irregular powder, which is obtained from a fusing and crushing process. Particle size distributions usually range between approximately 10 and 70 lm, with varying mean and breadth of distribution. Spherical powder is also applied in various guns, being produced by means of an atomization process. Fine distributions or submicron particles may be agglomerated to achieve narrow ranges.
Nanopowders
Since functional TiO 2 surfaces obtained by TS are based on the interaction between the solid and either liquids or gases, maximization of these interfaces leads to optimized efficiency in the final performance of the material. Therefore, use of nanostructured grains enhances the specific surface of the functional solid, which increases the output of the material. Nevertheless, using nanostructured feedstock suffers from two main drawbacks. First, environmental regulations related to nanosized materials are especially critical. Furthermore, feeding systems are easily clogged when using nanostructured feedstock. With the aim of solving this issue, the grains must be agglomerated up to microsized ranges, which is typically done by means of spray drying. The main downside is the loss of the nanosized grains during the coating process caused by the melting of the feedstock in conventional TS processes. On the other hand, cold gas spray (CGS) technology has been defined as an excellent alternative for dealing with nanostructured feedstock because melting of the feedstock is avoided. In this case, agglomerated particles are also embedded onto ductile surfaces in order to achieve heterogeneous photoactive coatings.
However, very recently, deposition of thick nano-TiO 2 films by means of CGS has been disclosed, opening the possibility of obtaining nanostructured metastable surfaces. Fukumoto and coworkers (Ref 30) proposed that the key step for developing TiO 2 powders able to be deposited by CGS was the addition of ammonium sulfate [(NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 ] during the hydrolysis of titanyl sulfate (TiOSO 4 ) and hydrothermal treatment of the dried powder. When these conditions were applied, a smoother surface of the metal oxide nanoparticles was developed, which could be attributed to more uniform agglomeration. Besides this, certain nanoporosity of the obtained particles was found; transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images revealed a highly oriented aggregated structure. The authors stated that these particles break down on impact onto the substrate due to the nanoporosity induced during their production process. Then, crystals were decoupled, forming unstable newly surfaces, which bonded with their counterparts to develop more stable interfaces, thereby building up the coating. Only TiO 2 with this configuration was able to reach coating thicknesses of about 100 lm by CGS. In other words, only particles produced by this unique chemical route were able to create chemical bonds on impact. Previously, Yang et al. (Ref 31 ) also placed considerable importance on the substances used in the agglomeration of small-sized TiO 2 grains, stating that the powder may deform under high transient impact pressure due to the organic binder agglomerating the fine particles, leading to deformation that may occur similarly to that of metallic powders in CGS.
Suspensions
Dispersing solid particles in a liquid medium is an alternative for developing TS feedstock, offering excellent opportunities because metastable anatase phase and nanosized grains may be preserved. The main objective of the liquid is to transport the particles to the jet/flame so as to propel the material towards the substrate. Despite the strong interest in this type of feedstock, use of a liquid suspension has some process drawbacks. Particles in liquid suspensions settle over time; nevertheless, the sedimentation velocity is dependent on the particle size. Thus, coarser particles tend to settle quickly, while smaller particles stick together due to electrostatic attraction. Clustered sediments can be found and may even clog the feeding system or the pipeline that connects the feeder with the gun (Ref 32). To achieve efficient suspensions for TiO 2 systems, some key steps must be taken into account. First, the solid content (loading) and liquid type have to be selected to achieve suspensions with a particular viscosity and stability. The loading may range between approximately 1 and 30 %, and higher values may lead to reduced costs due to decreased deposition time and suspension volume. However, an important alteration in the feed system is required. Besides this, the liquid used for the suspension in TS must be adequately studied; the cooling effect of suspensions in a jet or flame is a fundamental challenge. However, conventional TS processes such as APS and HVOF fed by TiO 2 suspensions are of special interest, and together with CGS they represent main strategies for achieving well-bonded nanosized anatase coatings.
Features of Thermal Spray Titanium Oxide Coatings
The temperatures reached in TS processes can result in either undesired phase transformations or alterations in the grain size of the initial TiO 2 powder. Moreover, species such as H 2 or O 2 involved in plasma jets or combustion flames change the stoichiometry of the feedstock. Despite this, TS processes have been developed in this direction with the aim of achieving functional TiO 2 coatings. Different techniques that are applied in TS are classified in this work according to how the particles are accelerated, whether they are bonded in a molten, semimolten or solid state, and their capability to produce TiO 2Àx coatings.
Conventional Processes
Historically, titanium dioxide powders have been deposited onto different substrates by melting the particles in various types of jets and flames. APS has been extensively used for this purpose; this technology propels molten powder particles towards a substrate by means of a plasma jet. High temperatures of up to 28.000°C are reached in such plasma jets, and TiO 2 metastable phases such as anatase are transformed to rutile (Ref 33) . Different APS techniques are used in either industry or universities and R + D + i centers; conventional APS competes with other technologies such as vacuum plasma spray (VPS) or water-stabilized plasma spray (WPS). Anyhow, in all cases, the starting material is fused and solidified again onto the substrate surface, which leads to an increase in the grain size when using nanostructured materials and the loss of metastable phases. The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between titanium dioxide and typical stainless-steel substrates may result in vertical cracks in the cross-section of the coatings and even complete decohesion, which can be avoided through precise control of spraying conditions. Besides this, the plasma composition plays a key role not just in the energy transfer to the particles and their propulsion, but also in the capacity to alter the stoichiometry of , which can lead to accumulation of a considerable amount of oxygen vacancies. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the operation with anatase-TiO 2 particles in the APS process and a typical obtained coating. It is possible to observe how molten particles of titanium dioxide are propelled as droplets by a mixture of gases (Ar/H 2 /He) that have previously flowed through an electric arc, where the plasma is formed. The possible interaction between the feedstock and the species present in the plasma is also represented. The cross-sectional area of a representative coating is exhibited; the classic lamellar structure can be observed, which is caused by different degrees of oxidation of TiO 2 . A certain porosity is typically obtained in APS coatings when using metal oxides.
If TS processes such as APS or HVOF build up TiO 2 coatings by means of completely or partially melting the in-flight particles, nucleation of metastable anatase from the melt should be discussed. Li and Ishigaki (Ref 24) analyzed the nucleation rates of anatase and rutile in TiO 2 melt based on the estimated interfacial energy between liquid and solid. The nucleation rate of a spherical nucleus is determined by the interfacial energy between the liquid and solid and the difference in Gibbs free energy per unit volume of liquid and solid phases (c
). Both parameters govern the critical nucleation energy (DG * ), which is exponentially related to the rate of nucleation in a supercooling melt (I). The authors found that, below 2075 K, metastable anatase is formed, while rutile preferentially nucleates between 2075 K and 2143 K. Namely, anatase is formed under higher cooling rates whereas rutile nucleates under conditions of equilibrium solidification. Zhang and Banfield (Ref 37) had already correlated the thermodynamic phase stability of nanocrystalline titania. It was observed that anatase becomes the stable phase when the particle size decreases to sufficiently low values (ca. 14 nm), where the total free energy of rutile is higher than that of anatase. From the point of view of TS technologies, deposition of anatase coatings may be obtained from inflight molten particles at high temperatures when solidified with a high degree of undercooling. However, a second effect must be taken into account: anatase-to-rutile transformation will happen if nucleated anatase particles reside longer in hot areas. Regarding particle size, smaller particles could enhance the anatase content in the coating. Nevertheless, powders are usually agglomerated to achieve suitable flowability in TS feeding systems, which reduces the chance of enhancing the anatase content by this route. Furthermore, greater particle velocity may lead to thinner splats, which can contribute to boost the cooling rate. In this way, TS anatase coatings can be obtained when particle nucleation/solidification occurs away from equilibrium conditions, although larger anatase particles can transform back to rutile due to the liberation of a larger amount of heat of fusion and slower cooling rates, as reported by Pawlowski (Ref 28) .
A clear step towards a less thermally aggressive TS technology was made with the development of HVOF spray. In this technology, a combustion reaction between either organic substances (propylene, propane or kerosene) and oxygen or hydrogen and oxygen takes place at high pressure, which expands the combustion products (up to 3000°C) to supersonic velocity through a converging or converging/diverging nozzle, accelerating the powder particles towards the substrate (Ref 33, 38) . Lower temperatures compared with APS and higher kinetic energies are crucial concepts for a partial preservation of metastable anatase phase and avoiding grain growth for nanostructured TiO 2 feedstock. Therefore, HVOF technology has been widely used to build up titanium dioxide coatings for functional applications in different devices. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the operation of the HVOF process with agglomerated nano-TiO 2 particles and a typical obtained coating. In this case, the starting powder is not so influenced by the heat involved in the combustion flame, which leads to semimolten in-flight particles. Also in this case, interaction with the species present in the flame can occur and must be taken into account. A cross-section of a typical HVOF TiO 2 coating on steel is shown as well. It can be observed that the lamellar structure is not so visible and the greater velocity of the particles leads to a denser coating. A bimodal aspect is also very common when spraying nanostructured titanium dioxide powders, being composed of molten zones, where there can be a growth in grain size and certain anatase-to-rutile phase transformation, and nonmolten zones, where the starting material is preserved.
Suspension Spraying
Suspensions of a solid in a liquid solvent have also been used as feedstock for APS, being radially injected into the plasma jet. Much effort has been applied in this direction because of the highly attractive results that can be obtained. Solid contained in the suspension may preserve its composition and structure. Therefore, nanostructured metastable anatase coatings can be obtained by this technique. HVOF guns can also use feedstock based on suspensions in the same way that suspension plasma spray (SPS) does (Ref 39). Thus, high-velocity suspension flame spray (HVSFS) was proposed as an even less thermally aggressive TS technology. However, the suspension was injected axially to ensure uniform entrainment and processing of the feedstock in the gas jet, overcoming the typical problems of radial injection (Ref 40) .
In any case, both conventional APS and HVOF technologies fed by suspensions lead to well-bonded coatings with low porosity. The main downside of this alternative TS process is the difficulty found in the preparation of the suspensions and the interaction of the suspension with the jet or flame.
Cold Gas Spray
Inevitably, CGS technology is the final step in this evolution from warm technologies towards TS processes that avoid supplying enough heat to the materials involved to result in phase transformation or grain growth. CGS does not need temperature to build up the coating, because the particles adhere to the substrate due to their plastic deformation in solid state. Metallic coatings have been successfully obtained, with subsequent development of great numbers of research papers and commercial applications. This has been feasible because the plastic deformation of metallic particles on impact and the locally released heat lead to shear instabilities of the ductile component (Ref 41, 42) . If preservation of the raw microstructure and composition plays a key role in the performance of anatase nanostructured photocatalysts, using such nondegrading TS techniques would be ideal. Thus, CGS appears to be an excellent alternative to other, conventional TS processes. Nevertheless, it does not seem straightforward to produce ceramic coatings by plastically deforming the particles on impact because of the brittleness of such materials.
Gutzmann et al. (Ref 43) considered this method with titanium dioxide powder as the feedstock material. The ceramic particles were sprayed onto titanium, stainless steel, copper, and aluminum alloy. It was found that the substrate was plastically deformed on impact and that the titanium dioxide particles were mechanically embedded. As the ductility of the substrate was increased, the metallic jetting between the adhered particles increased and fresh metallic surface was formed. Therefore, secondary particles were allowed to bond with these newly formed surfaces. Yang The powder was partly sprayed as-received whereas another batch was heat treated. The TiO 2 particles that were heat treated bonded more pronouncedly due to shear instabilities at substrate sites, whereas the nontreated material behaved in a more brittle manner and showed internal fracture. It was concluded that, although all the operation parameters influenced the formation of the coating, the powder characteristics had particular significance. Unfortunately, the impossibility of bonding particles together to develop coatings thicker than the particle diameter resulted in thin and intermittent coatings.
On the other hand, thick, homogeneous titanium dioxide films have been successfully achieved using CGS. Different studies by various research groups have led to different conclusions, and general consensus on this relatively new topic has not been attained yet. As previously explained in Sect. 2.2, nano-TiO 2 may be produced for deposition by means of a CGS process. Yamada et al. (Ref 45 ) sprayed 20-lm agglomerated particles of pure anatase with crystalline structure onto soft steel, stainless steel, and ceramic tile, obtaining thicknesses of more than 100 lm. There was no embedding of the particles into the substrate surface, which suggested the possibility of chemical bonding. This was confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), where it could be observed that the particles were connected as a single crystal. The nanoscale structure of the powder led to certain porosity, which enabled breakage of the particles on impact, leading to the build-up of the coating. In later work, the reactivity and hardness of different substrate materials were studied to understand the deposition behavior (Ref 46) . The findings showed that substrates with lower standard electrode potential tended to form a thin film of oxide on the surface, which hindered the deposition of the cold-sprayed particles. Therefore, low hardness and reactivity towards oxygen are required substrate properties for achieving good adhesion of cold-sprayed TiO 2 coatings.
This background inevitably leads to a justifiable debate among TS scientists and industry professionals regarding synthesis of functional hard materials that can be deposited by CGS using new approaches and how such powders should be designed. Bearing these concepts in mind, solidstate anchoring of nano-TiO 2 particles by CGS onto a substrate may be achieved by mechanical embedding or possibly chemical bonding among particles and between particles and the substrate when an appropriate synthesis route and spraying conditions are applied. Figure 4 shows a schematic of the operation of the CGS process with agglomerated nanostructured anatase-TiO 2 particles. First, scanning electron microscopy shows a tilted sample of TiO 2 particles embedded into an aluminum substrate. Then, a continuous CGS anatase coating is also shown, deposited onto an intermediate APS TiO 2Àx coating.
Applications
Photocatalysis
Photocatalytic Degradation of Contaminants.
Among the distinct systems of photocatalysis, application of a coating as an active layer is still the commonest way to achieve satisfactory efficiency. However, formation of photoactive layers on a substrate is not trivial, especially if large functional areas must be coated. With the purpose of solving this, TS processes appeared during the last decade as a group of techniques able to accelerate powder particles towards a substrate to build up photocatalytic coatings with the capacity of degrading pollutants, and this has even become the flagship application of functional TS TiO 2 .
Since the pioneering paper by Fujishima and Honda (Ref 47) on water splitting by means of the photocatalytic activity of TiO 2 , a great amount of research and publication of papers and patents has been carried out in this field. When irradiating titanium dioxide with ultraviolet A (UVA) light, holes are photogenerated with a redox potential of +2.53 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) in pH 7 solution. Hydroxyl radicals (AEOH) are produced after reacting with water (+2.27 V). In addition, the excited electrons have a redox potential of À0.52 V, which is negative enough to reduce O 2 to O 2 À or H 2 O 2 (Ref 48). These highly reactive species formed/ adsorbed at the surface of titanium dioxide are then able to degrade different kinds of contaminant via many distinct reaction mechanisms. However, coating processes activated by temperature may result in a decrease in the effectiveness of the photocatalyst because less active phases can be found in the coating. In the case of TiO 2 , this is a significant shortcoming as the metastable anatase phase is considered to have enhanced photocatalytic activity compared with rutile. The thermal condition is also significant when the starting feedstock has nanostructured grains. Working with crystallite size below 100 nm provides a considerable increase in the specific surface of the coating material, boosting the interaction of the active solid with the species to degrade. Thus, melting and resolidification of the powder are supposed to increase the grain size of the coating, namely to decrease the specific area of the active material.
Many authors have worked on TiO 2 deposition by means of APS with the intention of utilizing its wear, corrosion, and erosion resistance (Ref [49] [50] [51] . They also dealt with application of this coating material as a photocatalyst and the special issues of loss of anatase phase and grain size growth. In a first work starting from spraydried anatase powder (Ref 52), X-ray diffraction (XRD) results demonstrated that the amount of the metastable phase in the coatings depended strongly on the plasma power and weakly on the nature of the plasma. It was found that alteration of the plasma power with a standard Ar/H 2 mixture and a constant cooling rate increased the anatase content from 35 to 50 %. Later, faced with the impossibility of boosting the amount of this metastable . In this work, the photocatalytic efficiency of SPS samples starting from aqueous and alcoholic-based suspensions was evaluated for degradation of nitrogen oxides. A significant phase transformation from anatase to rutile and poor decomposition of the pollutants were observed when coatings were obtained by SPS using an alcoholic-based suspension. However, the crystallite size and anatase content were quite well preserved in samples resulting from aqueous slurry, leading to higher conversion rates of nitrogen oxides (40 % for NO, 15 % for NO x ). The same pollutant removal was proposed by Coddet and coworkers (Ref 54) in another published article comparing the performance of APS and SPS using spray-dried powders. Plasma-sprayed deposits had activity below 2 %, caused by an almost complete loss of the anatase phase. However, SPS samples exhibited activities of 50 % and up to 30 % for degradation of NO and NO x , respectively, better than the starting powders and even APS coatings. This was again attributed to preservation of the anatase phase, elimination of powder impurities (e.g., organic binders), and cleaning of the particle surfaces when crossing the plasma. Other authors have also pointed out that the decrease of the photocatalytic efficiency of APS TiO 2 coatings was caused by loss of anatase, although the degradation of many different contaminants has been studied (Ref [55] [56] [57] [58] .
On the other hand, there are some studies where it has been stated that certain heterogeneous photocatalytic reactions on TiO 2 may not exclusively depend on the anatase content. Starting from nanostructured anatase powders, Kozerski 62) studied the photocatalytic behavior of titanium dioxide coatings sprayed by a water-stabilized plasma (WSP) gun, which has higher powder processing rates of TiO 2 compared with conventional APS/SPS torches, higher plasma temperatures, and the presence of ionized oxygen in the plasma. In this study, increased photodegradation of acetone was attributed to coatings that had higher porosity, namely higher surface area and higher amount of hydroxyl groups, which may act as centers for photocatalytic reactions.
Visible light photoefficiency is also an important target for TiO 2 coatings. Anion doping by nitrogen has been extensively studied; absorption in the visible light region is achieved, leading to better exploitation of solar irradiance. Thus, powders with this property are starting to be demanded by TS. Recently, Mauer et al. (Ref 63) used SPS to spray anatase powders mixed with TiN milled down to particle diameter of 5 lm. Photothermal deflection spectroscopy showed higher photoexcitation for nitrogendoped SPS TiO 2 compared with undoped samples, which is supposed to provide improved photoactivity. Although no degradation of contaminants was reported, the results open an interesting research path in atmospheric and suspension plasma spraying.
The irreversible anatase-to-rutile phase transformation and the efficiency of APS/SPS anatase photocatalysts have been widely discussed. Nevertheless, many scientific works are still being published, and this endeavor does not seem to be slowing down (Ref 64-66) .
Attempts to compare the mechanical properties of micro-and nanostructured TiO 2 coatings sprayed by APS and HVOF have been carried out in different studies (Ref 67, 68) . HVOF coatings obtained from nanostructured TiO 2 feedstock powders showed enhanced abrasion resistance, bond strength, crack propagation resistance, and fatigue strength when compared with microstructured APS and HVOF samples. These results support and agree with previous and subsequent outcomes obtained from research and testing of the functional photocatalytic behavior of HVOF nano-TiO 2 . Toma et al. (Ref 69) suggested that TiO 2 coatings obtained by HVOF, APS, and vacuum plasma spray (VPS) could be used for photocatalytic NO x removal. In this preliminary study, the photocatalytic performance of HVOF coatings was not observed, but it was reported that anatase powder provided better photocatalytic activity than the sprayed coatings. The authors again placed deep importance on the anatase phase, but also the porosity of the samples, which is able to increase the reactive surface and photocatalytic efficiency. Subsequently, a further study focused on nanostructured TiO 2 and Al/TiO 2 coatings built up by HVOF, and their performance in degrading NO x was presented (Ref 70). Coatings initially exhibited poor performance due to an unexpected transformation of anatase to rutile phase. This was attributed to the axial injection of the powders in the HVOF process. Therefore, a modified HVOF spray gun was elaborated; concretely, the powders were injected externally into the flame. Consequently, an increase of the anatase content in the coatings up to 65 % was found, and also the grain size was preserved (18 nm). Regarding the Al/nano-TiO 2 mixture, a certain amount of Al 2 O 3 was observed, and in this case a higher ratio of anatase was obtained. This was explained based on the fact that part of the flame heat was used to melt and maybe vaporize aluminum particles. NO-NO x were degraded using nano-TiO 2 and Al/nano-TiO 2 photocatalysts at conversion rates of 24-13 and 43-19 %, respectively. The authors suggested that aluminum could have contributed to the charge separation during ultraviolet irradiation, enhancing the photocatalytic activity of the coating.
Colmenares The authors fixed a constant oxygen pressure and flow and raised the fuel (propane) gas flow in various steps to increase the flame temperature. It was found that the anatase content was still 40 % when injecting the largest amount of fuel. In these conditions, the particles were completely molten and impacted on the substrate surface at higher velocities, which led to thinner splats. Then, rapid cooling and solidification may result in preservation of the anatase phase, in agreement with anatase nucleation mechanisms explained previously. The photocatalytic performance of the samples was tested by phenol degradation in aqueous phase. The highest rates of pollutant removal were obtained with the coating built up using the highest fuel ratio, which had a considerable amount of rutile phase. This dependence was quite different compared with results reported by other authors. Once again, the microstructural features of the TiO 2 coatings deposited by TS processes could play a key role, although this was not an issue reviewed in this article. Later, Yang et al. (Ref 73) tried to clarify the dominant microstructural characteristic for the photocatalytic activity of HVOF TiO 2 coatings starting from anatase and rutile powders. Increase of the anatase content in the HVOF coating led to higher photocatalytic activity, but with a nonlinear relation. The maximum efficiency was obtained by starting with anatase powder and operating at a low fuel gas flow, which resulted in a larger amount of anatase in the sprayed material and a higher surface area due to the lower melting of the nanostructured powder. Nevertheless, when starting from rutile powder and operating at high fuel gas flow, a coating with 50 % anatase was obtained, which showed relatively low photocatalytic activity. The authors explained that thermally powered conditions could: (i) transform the upper layer of the coating to rutile, which decreases the area of material where the expected interaction occurs, and (ii) decrease the surface area of the sample. In another work, Nakade et al. (Ref 74) compared TiO 2 feedstocks with different grain sizes, studying the photocatalytic degradation of CH 3 CHO gas with the obtained HVOF samples. The TiO 2 coating obtained with 30-nm agglomerated powder showed the highest degradation rate, being attributed once again to the higher anatase content in this coated sample.
In this way, in HVOF deposition of TiO 2 coatings, one must adequately balance two effects when adjusting the fuel gas flow: (a) prevention of anatase-to-rutile phase transformation even at the top surface of the coating, and (b) provision of large specific surface area. This experimental procedure ensures the development of efficient titanium dioxide materials due to the photochemical properties of the predominant anatase phase and the existence of more active centers where heterogeneous catalytic reactions can occur. Strategies related to prevention of undesired phase transformation may be based on achieving in-flight molten particles at high temperatures with high velocities in HVOF, which would lead to thin splats of liquid TiO 2 , facilitating anatase nucleation under high cooling rates. well-recognizable nanosized particles, and (iii) large and thick lamellae with perceivable columnar microstructure. The photocatalytic performance of HVSFS nano-TiO 2 samples was compared with that of APS and HVOF nanoTiO 2 . The results showed that samples fed by suspensions had superior activity for degrading indigo aqueous solution. The HVSFS spraying conditions could be adjusted to enhance the amount of nonmolten nanoparticle agglomerates, which boosted the photocatalytic process. However, worse mechanical and tribological properties were obtained when using these spraying parameter values, which was also in agreement with Toma et al. (Ref 77, 78) .
Anyhow, successful applications have been reported such as photocatalytic degradation of dichloroacetic acid using anatase-TiO 2 coatings prepared by APS, HVOF, and CGS (Ref 79). It was found that the photocatalytic performance of such coatings obtained by thermally nonaggressive techniques such as CGS was at least three times higher than when using HVOF or APS. It was argued that techniques that involved high temperatures convert the anatase content to rutile, thereby decreasing the efficiency of the photocatalyst. Gardon et al. (Ref 80) built up CGS nanostructured anatase coatings on an APS TiO 2Àx bond coat previously deposited onto stainless-steel cylinders. Nano-TiO 2 coatings were not adequately bonded onto steel. Therefore, APS TiO 2Àx bond coats were previously sprayed with the aim of providing a surface with certain hardness, roughness, and chemical composition that could facilitate the breakage of agglomerated nano-TiO 2 particles and their adhesion on impact. CGS nano-TiO 2 -coated cylinders were placed into glass tubular reactors, and their photocatalytic performance was tested using phenol and formic acid as contaminants in aqueous phase; the obtained results were compared with sol-gel nano-TiO 2 coatings. Both pollutants were successfully degraded, and CGS photocatalysts showed comparable results to sol-gel material, demonstrating that photoactive TiO 2 surfaces obtained by CGS technology can compete with commercial standards. containing Pseudomonas aeruginosa was pipetted onto 304 stainless-steel substrate and HVOF TiO 2 coatings. Clear photocatalytic performance was obtained when comparing the coated sample with the metallic substrate. However, a low kill rate of 24 % after 120 min was found. This could be caused by the use of white light, which is less energetic than UV light, and the fact that the bacteria could form/embed themselves in a protective biofilm matrix. The authors also attributed the photocatalytic performance of the coatings to anatase phase. Thus, an increase of the performance of the bactericidal effect of the coated samples was expected when optimizing the amount of anatase phase in the coatings in further studies.
The bactericidal effect of CGS anatase coatings was also studied by Kliemann et al. (Ref 82) . A kill rate of 99.99 % was obtained after 5 min of exposure of P. aeruginosa bacteria to UV light with peak intensity at 360 nm. A certain stagnation of the decay of the bacteria was found, which could be attributed to noncoated areas present due to the impossibility of covering all the surface of the substrate by means of anchoring TiO 2 particles.
Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells. Fan et al. (Ref 83
) deposited nano-TiO 2 powders of 25 nm and 200 nm diameter by CGS, but in this case the material was sprayed in a vacuum chamber (vacuum cold spray, VCS) onto indium tin oxide (ITO) conducting glass and stainless steel to study the viability of producing dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC). Homogeneous nanocrystalline anatase coatings were obtained with thickness of some tens of microns and exhibited good adhesion to the substrate. The coatings were dense but showed certain porosity, which suggested that they were formed mainly by agglomeration of small particles upon impact at high velocity. An average Vickers microhardness value much lower than that of sintered TiO 2 bulk was obtained, behaving as a ceramic green body preform with weak bonding between particles. A preliminary study of DSSC performance showing high conversion efficiency was mentioned but was not included in this report. Afterwards, photoelectrochemical measurements were carried out under illumination by a metalhalide lamp (Ref 84) . Nano-TiO 2 powders were directly sprayed and also mixed with poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) before spraying; obtained samples were annealed at 450°C. PEG was removed during annealing, which created more porosity. This led to: (i) larger pores where transfer of ions in electrolyte was promoted through diffusion, and (ii) increased adsorption of dye per volume of nano-TiO 2 coating. Finally, the conversion efficiency of TiO 2 powders mixed with PEG was higher than the values obtained starting from pure TiO 2 . In a later work, the same authors repeated the above experiments but in this case without the presence of PEG (Ref 85) . In that report, annealing was clearly defined to be crucial after building up the coatings. This postsintering step improved the contact among the VCS nano-TiO 2 deposited particles and had a considerable effect on the solar energy conversion. An increase from 2.4 to 4.9 % was achieved, suggesting the importance of sintering steps after spraying to boost the interlocking of nano-TiO 2 particles. More recently, Li and coworkers (Ref 86) also studied the formation of the pore structure and its influence on the mass transport properties of VCS nano-TiO 2 coatings. Bimodalsized pores present in the coatings deposited using strengthened powder contributed to a higher diffusion coefficient, which led to enhanced photovoltages of the solar cells.
Apart from these works, no more notable contributions to the state of the art of DSSC are available. However, the expansion of cold spray technology is expected to reach nontraditional markets such as fabrication of complex conductive patterns in solar cells for photovoltaic applications (Ref 87). Therefore, further attempts establishing encouraging performance are awaited.
Biomaterials
Although the role of TS titanium dioxide coatings in biomedical implants does not seem to rely on such a sophisticated interaction as that developed for photocatalysis, they can also be classified as functional. The exceptional anticorrosive and biocompatibility properties of titanium are due to the thin protective oxide layer formed on the metallic surface (Ref 88, 89) . Therefore, designing bone implants directly with TiO 2 instead of working with Ti has caught the attention of the TS field. Cells respond to the amount and area of proteins that are available for binding onto an implant (Ref 90) . To harness this effect, it was proposed to use biomaterials coated with TS TiO 2 nanostructured surfaces. Titanium dioxide nanotextures could provide the formation of a biomimetic structure, where proteins such as fibronectin may be largely anchored. This biomimetism may increase the adhesion strength of osteoblast cells on the coating surface, which would contribute to enhanced biocompatibility of TS nano-TiO 2 coatings (Ref 91). Thus, taking into account the importance of the physical structure of the biomaterial surface, much scientific research has focused on its modification. Moreover, TS processes can skip this step, directly providing the above-discussed material. Regarding phase composition, He et al. (Ref 92) found that, for a constant nanoroughness, the bioactivity of anatase or rutile depended on its hydrophilicity. Anatase phase exhibited better biocompatibility in comparison with rutile, mainly due to its surface wettability. This is also in agreement with Yamamoto Plasma spray has contributed to biomedical applications, with successful results particularly using hydroxyapatite (HA) coatings on titanium implants. However, the long-term stability of these coatings may be questionable. Consequently, titanium dioxide has been widely added to hydroxyapatite powders with the aim of improving the mechanical stability. Zheng 2 and sprayed it onto a Ti substrate. In this case, titanium dioxide was not selected as a material to boost the interaction with body fluids/cells but rather to influence the mechanical properties of the coatings. The TiO 2 acted as an obstacle to stress-induced microcracking, which contributed to the reduction of neartip stresses and decreased the CTE mismatch. This led to toughening and strengthening of the coated samples. Besides, improved bonding may also result because of certain interlocking of titanium dioxide particles and the oxide layer on the substrate surface. Sola and coworkers (Ref 97) worked with a similar kind of HA/TiO 2 coating but with a gradual transition in feedstock composition from TiO 2 to HA. Very good adhesion was obtained at the interface because of the TiO 2 -rich region, whereas a more porous deposit was obtained at the top of the coating in the HA-rich region, which is supposed to provide good results for bone implants. Recently, Morks (Ref 98) selected a bioceramic material based on titania, zirconia, and silica. This different alternative aimed to use an APS coating without the poor mechanical properties of APS HA while benefiting from the importance of silica in bioactive materials for bonding of bone and muscle as well as as a cross-linking agent in connective tissues.
The importance of bond coats based on titanium dioxide for biocompatible hydroxyapatite coatings is not just limited to their mechanical properties. Heimann et al. (Ref 99) studied the Raman spectrum of APS HA coatings with and without a TiO 2 bond coat; significant changes were found between the two spectra. Concretely, the presence of the bond coat resulted in predominant pure well-crystallized HA coatings. Titanium dioxide could be acting as a thermal barrier coating, reducing the fast quenching of impacting particles at high temperatures onto the cool substrate, which avoids the formation of ''amorphous'' calcium phosphate and other intermediates. Afterwards, the author reviewed the importance of these HA coatings supported by TiO 2 bond coats (Ref 100).
Noncollagenous proteins such as osteonectin, osteocalcin, sialylated glycoproteins and proteoglycans that play important roles in bone remodeling are adsorbed onto these HA microcrystals, which act as adsorption sites. Besides this, the presence of the bond coat may reduce the release of cytotoxic heavy-metal ions from the implant body and may locally cushion forces induced by cyclic micromotions of the patient.
Furthermore, some authors have also chemically treated the obtained APS pure TiO 2 coatings, inducing precipitation of apatite on the surface of the TiO 2 sample, which favors its biocompatibility (Ref 101, 102 ). Contributions from an industrial point of view are also available: Lima et al. (Ref 103 ) disclosed a method for depositing nanostructured TiO 2 powders by means of TS processes that could totally or partially melt the particles for application on bone implants, including technologies such as APS and high-velocity oxygen fuel spray.
Nanotextures present in TiO 2 may increase the adsorption of proteins, leading to improved adhesion of osteoblasts, which explains why this material behaves successfully for bone implants. Hence, the expected transition from APS to HVOF for TS TiO 2 ) also sprayed nano-TiO 2 and HA powders separately onto Ti-6Al-4V by means of HVOF and APS, respectively. The biocompatibility of the HVOF nano-TiO 2 and APS HA coatings was compared by osteoblast cell culture fixed during 15 days for both samples. The results showed that the HVOF-sprayed nanostructured titania-coated sample exhibited higher osteoblast cell proliferation and adhesion compared with the usual APS HA coating, which may be attributed to the TiO 2 nanoroughness present on the top surface of the coating. In a later work, the same authors studied the biocompatibility performance of HVOF coatings based on mixtures of nano-TiO 2 and HA ( Ref 110) . Coatings of nano-TiO 2 with 10 wt.% HA exhibited bond strength levels above 77 MPa, which is twice that of APS HA coatings sprayed onto titanium alloy substrates. Compared with APS HA coatings, these results provide strong evidence that HVOF nano-TiO 2 + 10 wt.% HA coatings enabled: (i) superior growth and proliferation of cells, (ii) compatibility with osteoblastic lineages, and (iii) cell-substrate interaction. Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) line-scan analysis of the upper layers of the coatings showed microregions containing Ti, Ca, and P atoms. Although XRD did not detect CaTiO 3 phase, the authors suggested the possibility of having a certain amount of this compound below the sensitivity threshold of the XRD analysis. The biological results in this study may be explained by the presence of CaTiO 3 because it may help nucleation and growth of apatite, although porosity and residual stresses could also play an important role.
Biomedical coatings can also be obtained by HVOF using suspension feedstock in the same way as for photocatalytic applications. This concept could potentially be advanced by ensuring a nanotextured top surface of the sample instead of by avoiding the anatase-to-rutile phase transformation. However, remarkable contributions to the state of the art have not been reported yet.
On the other hand, Bolelli et al. (Ref 111 ) sprayed a bioactive glass based on SiO 2 -CaO-K 2 O-P 2 O 5 by means of HVSFS onto titanium substrates. This study proposed the use of titanium dioxide as a bond coat to improve the deposition efficiency of the glass feedstock. A later work presented the obtained experimental results (Ref 112) . In this case, an APS TiO 2 bond coat was applied, which did not modify the overall microstructure of the HVSFS glass coating as happened with APS HA coatings. The adhesion between the bioactive glass and titanium substrate was poor due to the presence of microcracks in the interface region. Application of the TiO 2 bond coat removed these undesired features, improving the adhesion of the glass coating. However, the lower, titanium dioxide coating did not have any effect in terms of the behavior of the coating when soaked in a simulated body fluid solution.
Fabrication of nanostructured anatase coatings may provide a surface that is able to enhance cell parameters. Thus, CGS faces the challenge of this new and interesting field of commercial exploitation for this technology, which must encourage professionals involved in CGS to maintain their efforts towards deposition and application of CGS nano-TiO 2 coatings. Recently, Gardon et al. (Ref 113) coated polyetheretherketone (PEEK), which is biocompatible but has limited bioactivity, with well-bonded, thick CGS titanium coatings. The CGS spraying conditions were adequately optimized to avoid thermal softening of the polymer. Thus, the metallic particles were plastically deformed on impact onto the substrate and Ti coatings were built up. In a further work, this Ti coating was used as a bond coat to develop nanostructured anatase coatings by means of CGS (Ref 114) . Again, the surface roughness of the bond coat together with its hardness and composition enhanced the deposition of nano-TiO 2 particles, resulting in homogeneous ceramic coatings. Osteoblast cell cultures were placed onto the original PEEK polymer, CGS Ti bond coats, and CGS nano-TiO 2 coatings. The results showed that the CGS nano-TiO 2 coatings increased cell adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation by around 92, 48, and 185 %, respectively, compared with the original PEEK substrate.
Other Fields
Although the creation of oxygen vacancies in the rutile crystal lattice due to H 2 in the plasma jet may not be a desired phenomenon, it could result in interesting coating materials. Slightly defective nonstoichiometric rutile (TiO 2Àx , x £ 0.01) and reduced stoichiometries such as Magné li phases (Ti n O 2nÀ1 , n = 4-9) may exhibit very low electrical resistivities, especially the latter, reaching values comparable to that of graphite (Ref 115) . Notably, the possibility of creating layers with low electrical resistivity while maintaining the corrosion resistance of a ceramic material opens many possibilities in the electrochemical field. Berger (Ref 116) reviewed this issue deeply, highlighting the new opportunities that titanium oxide can offer and the feasibility of using TS processes to obtain such an electrically conductive coating material. In addition, various patents related to this topic have been submitted. Hund Residual stresses accumulated in the coating-substrate system may lead to a considerable amount of cracks, which act as electric resistances. The electrical resistivity of the coatings was reduced to 0.05 X cm after optimizing the spraying conditions. In a further work, Gardon et al. (Ref 121) deposited APS TiO 2Àx coatings onto steel substrates and studied the mechanical properties and electrochemical performance of the samples. Obtained samples were based on rutile with a considerable quantity of oxygen vacancies in the crystal lattice and also a certain amount of Magné li phases, which was correlated by means of X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy; thinner coatings showed better adhesion strength. On the other hand, the electrochemical performance of APS TiO 2Àx -coated stainlesssteel electrodes was tested by means of cyclic voltammetry in different media such as sulfuric acid, methanesulfonic acid, and potassium hydroxide. Comparison between the original, uncoated stainless-steel electrodes and the coated samples demonstrated in all three distinct environments a potential range of operation when applying the APS TiO 2Àx coatings onto the electrodes. Therefore, undesired electrochemical processes such as hydrogen evolution or oxygen evolution were delayed in both the cathode and anode, enlarging the applied potential and potentially enhancing the final performance of the battery.
Furthermore, the capacity of rutile to accumulate oxygen vacancies in APS coatings and their corresponding reduced electrical resistivity may also be applied in other fields. As reviewed by Gardon and Guilemany (Ref 35) , TS technologies can be used to develop metal oxide gas sensors to compete with established technologies in this field such as sol-gel processes or physical/chemical vapor deposition. Afterwards, the same authors demonstrated experimentally that APS coatings based on titanium dioxide with reduced stoichiometries have positive and reproducible responses to NH 3(g) (Ref 122) . In this study, the active layer of a gas sensor was built up from APS TiO 2Àx coatings deposited onto a flexible thin polymer. Use of an optimal stand-off distance, number of cycles, and feeding rate resulted in wellbonded coatings on 50-lm-thick polymeric substrate, avoiding its damage. The active response of a metal oxide gas sensor is based on: (i) the receptor function, which determines the adsorption capacity of the solid; (ii) the transducer function, which controls the transformation of the chemical interaction into an electrical output; and (iii) the approachability, which defines the interaction between the inner grains and the target gas. In the above-mentioned study, the authors concluded that the large amount of oxygen vacancies present at the top surface of the APS TiO 2Àx coating enhanced the receptor function; each oxygen vacancy may act as an active center for target gases.
Reducing fuels such as H 2 are also used in HVOF. Besides, the performance of these coatings and the influence of the temperature on sprayed emitters obtained from fine-sized TiO 2 and TiO 2 /Al 2 O 3 powders were analyzed in later works (Ref 125, 126) . As the temperature was increased, the permittivity and conductivity of rutile grains increased, leading to a decrease of the electron emission.
Performance against Competing Technologies
With the aim of understanding the competitiveness of functional TS TiO 2 coatings compared with the most significant performance attained using different experimental methods, it is essential to overview the corresponding outcomes. Therefore, the purpose of this section is to present the most noteworthy results and significant variables in TS TiO 2 coatings for different active applications and compare them with available results obtained using other, competing coating technologies for the fabrication of functional TiO 2 surfaces, such as sol-gel or physical vapor deposition (PVD). A general scheme of the situation can be presented, although in certain applications it is not so straightforward to compare different TiO 2 coatings, especially when the information is obtained from different authors in separate works. Below, the foremost data obtained by distinct processes in different surveys regarding the final application of the coatings is presented, organized by charts.
Degradation of Contaminants
Photodegradation efficiencies for removing pollutants may depend on the target substances and the mechanisms involved. Moreover, heterogeneous catalysis in gaseous and liquid phases diverges significantly and must be adequately differentiated. Table 2 presents available obtained results for organic contaminants such as phenol in aqueous phase, which is of concern in chemical, petrochemical, and pharmaceutical applications. HVOF and HVSFS TiO 2 coatings match or even improve upon the degradation rates obtained by standard sol-gel coating procedures. Available data prove the viability of TS TiO 2 as a photocatalytically active coating, and this result, combined with the advantageous technological features of TS in terms of productivity and ease of industrial scalability, can make TS the technique of choice for photocatalytic applications.
Furthermore, Table 3 presents results related to an inorganic contaminant in gaseous phase, viz. nitrogen oxides, which are especially controlled in urban atmospheres due to automotive emissions. Again, TS techniques demonstrate a capacity to decrease the concentration of the contaminant compared with different procedures such as sol-gel coating processes and also the incorporation of photoactive particles in cement.
Although phenol and NO x photodegradation experiments have demonstrated that, the more anatase present in the coating, the greater the amount of pollutant removed, other authors have proved that the concentration of certain contaminants such as methylene blue can be reduced with a predominant presence of rutile (Ref 59) , as reviewed in Sect. 4.1.1. Photodegradation of pollutants is not uniquely linked to the bandgap of the TiO 2 material which leads to a different photoactivity of the catalyst, namely anatase versus rutile; the adsorption, surface reactivity, and desorption of a contaminant on the metal oxide are also of special interest, depending on surface features such as the roughness, thickness, porosity, grain size, specific surface, amount of OH groups on the surface, acidity/basicity, amount of oxygen vacancies, and other electrostatic considerations.
Biomedical Applications
Replacing diseased tissues and articular joints with biomaterials is a very attractive application market due to the global demand and large investments in this field. TS TiO 2 coatings are commonly applied, but this is not the only industrial procedure for coating implants with metal oxide. Wide heterogeneity can be found in the results presented in the literature. Therefore, the evolution and proliferation of different cells on TiO 2 coatings obtained by distinct experimental techniques are presented in Table 4 . Functional HVOF TiO 2 results are competitive with different coating processes such as microarc oxidation or sol-gel.
Conversion of Solar Energy
Although DSSC is a relatively new technology for exploiting solar energy and some advances in materials and dyes are required, it is oddly the application that has Most relevant data in various studies a The sprayed samples were annealed at 800°C during 30 min, and complete transformation from anatase to rutile was found. XRD patterns revealed a considerable peak attributed to oxides of the substrate that could influence the interaction with hydrogen peroxide, which would boost the final performance of the coating 
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Journal of Thermal Spray Technology received less attention in terms of R + D + i of TS technologies. The thickness of the coating is especially critical in this case and has a huge influence on the conversion efficiency. Therefore, it must be taken into account that the distinct collected values cannot be directly compared but rather give a perspective on the present situation. Table 5 compiles relevant information related to different deposition techniques and efficiencies. In this case, the efficiency of the DSSC obtained by VCS was less than half that achieved by common sol-gel cells, confirming the importance of centering more effort on this line of research to achieve satisfactory results.
Disinfection of Surfaces
Biomedical restrictions require surfaces free of bacteria to achieve disinfected atmospheres. Therefore, bactericidal products may help to achieve appropriate working environments and can also be applied as coatings on surgical equipment. In addition, their application can spread to other markets where sterilization of materials is required, which enhances interest in successfully deposited TS TiO 2 coatings. Table 6 presents relevant data; the photocatalytic activities of TS coatings again demonstrate improved results compared with competing technologies. Outstanding results were found for CGS photocatalysts, which may even be below the optimal value due to the fact that the substrates were not completely coated with photoactive TiO 2 particles.
Conclusions
Use of titanium dioxide as a ceramic material has not been limited to the protection of substrates in surface manufacturing. Advances in surface engineering related to many different functional applications involving this metal oxide have not gone unnoticed by the TS technology community. Consequently, over more than a decade of effort has been applied and interesting solutions obtained to enable the scale-up of these coating processes towards industrial development.
Chiefly, the ability of titanium dioxide to create an electron-hole pair when irradiating the solid with UV light has driven interest in TS to develop photocatalytic surfaces that are able to degrade different contaminants and bacteria. Nonetheless, the heat entailed by this process presents two main disadvantages: (i) loss of anatase phase, which is presumed to be more active, and (ii) increase of grain size, which reduces the specific area of the solid. Despite this, the reviewed literature suggests that pure anatase coatings are not the optimum material; a certain synergic effect is found when rutile is also present. Therefore, APS fed by suspensions or solutions may overcome this issue. HVOF spray can work in this regard by adjusting the spraying conditions or even also using liquid feedstock. In this way, research groups and companies using these processes may apply this material to address photocatalytic applications, because sufficient success and benefits have been reported. Nevertheless, recent progress in CGS has demonstrated that this method is able to deposit homogeneous, well-bonded nanostructured anatase coatings. More investigation on such powders is still required, but this could result in an attractive trend with a new commercial coating technique and standard material being established, which could replace other TS technologies and even competing processes.
Regarding bone implants, addition of nano-TiO 2 to HA improves the mechanical properties of TS coatings. Furthermore, nanostructured metal oxides can play a key role in boosting protein adsorption, leading to enhanced cell adhesion. It is supposed that hydrophilic TiO 2 phases such as anatase could help to induce this behavior, but more research must be carried out to demonstrate this. Therefore, in spite of the temperatures involved, TS processes that are able to produce coatings with nanosized TiO 2 grains such as SPS and HVOF are attracting increased business interest. CGS has already proved its ability to produce implant coatings with compositions based on nanostructured titanium dioxide, although in vivo tests and further development are awaited.
Solar energy conversion and other applications of nano-TiO 2 demand a major advance in TS technology to reach successful efficiencies. Moreover, the electrical resistivity of titanium dioxide with reduced stoichiometry combined with its corrosion resistance must be considered, and interesting lines of research are open that could contribute to many different devices, especially related to electrochemistry. LED, light-emitting diode. a Note that both studies reported limited performance as the surfaces were not completely covered with photocatalytic particles. This could be improved using CGS to apply nano-TiO 2 powders synthesized for homogeneous deposition to create chemical bonds with the substrate, which would lead to complete coverage
